Overview

Public Health at Brown goes beyond preventing disease to reshaping health care and safeguarding vulnerable populations. Telling inspirational stories about our students and faculty is more important than ever. Efforts in communication work to make the School globally known as a leader that unites outstanding research and innovative teaching, to the benefit of the community, the nation, and the world. The School is recognized for the following areas of distinction:

- Research and academic excellence
- Collaboration across disciplines
- Social purpose + global impact
- Curiosity, creativity, courage, drive, individuality, and diversity

Duties

The Health Communications Scholars Program has been made possible through the generosity of an anonymous donor. The Communications Scholar will work closely with the Director of Communications in the development of written content and digital media for the School of Public Health. The position will assist in creating and disseminating relevant multimedia and written content, as well as providing support for the day-to-day operation and strategy for communication initiatives in the School. The communication scholar will write news articles, develop and enhance content (print and web), to include E-communications, website, and social media channels. This detail-orientated position requires excellent editing and writing skills. Social media, photography, and/or video skills are a plus.

The Health Communication Scholars Program is open to any master’s student and is guaranteed for one semester, with the potential for renewal in the second semester. The student will receive a scholarship to cover 25% of tuition per semester for 10 hours of work per week.

Please contact Karen_Scanlan@brown.edu.